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ElectromagnetismElectromagnetism
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Electromagnetic EffectElectromagnetic Effect

Electricity & magnetism are Electricity & magnetism are 
different aspects of the different aspects of the 
same basic phenomenon: same basic phenomenon: 

‘‘ElectromagnetismElectromagnetism’’
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Current Carrying WireCurrent Carrying Wire

Rule of Thumb!Rule of Thumb!

SolenoidSolenoid

SolenoidSolenoid Magnetic Field Inside SolenoidMagnetic Field Inside Solenoid

Magnetic Field at Magnetic Field at 
the centre of a long the centre of a long 
solenoidsolenoid

B=B=μμoo n In I
–– n  = turns per unit lengthn  = turns per unit length
–– I  = current in wireI  = current in wire
–– μμo o = magnetic permeability of free space= magnetic permeability of free space

ElectromagnetElectromagnet

•• Iron core wrapped Iron core wrapped 
in wire coilin wire coil

•• Iron core has a Iron core has a 
greater magnetic greater magnetic 
permeability than permeability than 
air and therefore air and therefore 
intensifies field intensifies field 
into coilinto coil B = B = μμcorecore n In I

μμoo

μμcorecore

Electromagnetic InductionElectromagnetic Induction
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Electromagnetic InductionElectromagnetic Induction
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•• FaradayFaraday’’s Law:s Law: An electric current is induced to An electric current is induced to 
flow in a circuit if some part of the circuit is in a flow in a circuit if some part of the circuit is in a 
changing magnetic fieldchanging magnetic field

Electromagnetic InductionElectromagnetic Induction

Magnitude of induced current is governed Magnitude of induced current is governed 
by the following:by the following:

1.1. Strength of Magnetic FieldStrength of Magnetic Field
2.2. Rate of change of Magnetic FieldRate of change of Magnetic Field
3.3. Angle of conductor to Magnetic FieldAngle of conductor to Magnetic Field
4.4. Number of turns in conductorNumber of turns in conductor

Electromagnetic InductionElectromagnetic Induction

LenzLenz’’s Law:s Law: The induced current flows in a The induced current flows in a 
direction such that it opposes the action direction such that it opposes the action 
that induces it.that induces it.

NS

Induced Induced 
North North 
PolePole

Induced Induced 
South PoleSouth Pole

Electromagnetic InductionElectromagnetic Induction

Electromagnetic Laws govern the Electromagnetic Laws govern the 
induction of currents by changing induction of currents by changing 
magnetic fields.magnetic fields.

There are two basic types of induction:There are two basic types of induction:
1.1. Self inductionSelf induction
2.2.Mutual inductionMutual induction

Self InductionSelf Induction

~

••DC current flow relatively unimpededDC current flow relatively unimpeded
••AC current is impeded due to self inductionAC current is impeded due to self induction

Self InductionSelf Induction

• AC current –
alternating magnetic 
field

• According to Lenz an 
opposing action will be 
setup in the coil

• Induced voltage that 
opposes the source 
voltage ξ

• L is inductance

~

dt
diL=ξ
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Mutual InductionMutual Induction

~

••AC current in AC current in 
coil produces coil produces 
alternating alternating 
magnetic fieldmagnetic field

••Alternating Alternating 
magnetic field magnetic field 
induced induced 
alternating alternating 
current in second current in second 
coilcoil

~

Mutual InductionMutual Induction

~

First coil is First coil is 
called the called the 
Primary CoilPrimary Coil

Coil in which Coil in which 
current is current is 
induced is induced is 
called hecalled he
Secondary coilSecondary coil

~

Mutual InductionMutual Induction

~

~

Mutual induction Mutual induction 
is the generation is the generation 
of an alternating of an alternating 
current in a current in a 
secondary coil by secondary coil by 
supplying an supplying an 
alternating alternating 
current to the current to the 
primary coilprimary coil

Electromechanical DevicesElectromechanical Devices

•• Electric Generators & Motors are Electric Generators & Motors are 
applications of applications of OerstedOersted’’ss & & FaradaysFaradays’’ss
experimentsexperiments

Electric GeneratorElectric Generator
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What type of What type of 
current is induced?current is induced?
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Electric MotorElectric Motor
Resulting RotationResulting Rotation
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Applied CurrentApplied Current

Electric MotorElectric Motor
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TransformerTransformer

•• Mutual inductionMutual induction

•• Current is Current is 
proportional to proportional to 
magnetic field magnetic field 
and inversely and inversely 
proportional to proportional to 
the number of the number of 
turnsturns

~

~

TransformerTransformer

ExampleExample
The Secondary The Secondary 
coil has twice as coil has twice as 
many turns as many turns as 
the primary coilthe primary coil

~

~
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== NNSS/N/NPP is called the is called the turn turn 
ratioratio of a transformerof a transformer

ExampleExample

•• The turns ratio of a transformer is 0.1. The turns ratio of a transformer is 0.1. 
•• What is the current in the secondary What is the current in the secondary 

coil if the current flowing in the primary coil if the current flowing in the primary 
coil is 1 A?coil is 1 A?

SummarySummary
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Practice QuestionsPractice Questions

 
 

1. State the two principle laws of electromagnetism 
 
2. There are 125 turns on the primary side, Np, of a transformer and 90,000 turns on the

secondary side, Ns. If 110 V (ac) is supplied to the primary winding, Vp, what will the
voltage induced in the secondary winding, Vs? 

 
3. Describe the process of mutual induction 
 
4. Why is it necessary to use a commutator ring in a DC motor? 
 
5. Why is an iron core generally used in an electromagnet? 
 
 


